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Map: I should make some mobility test with the map, but I think that it should be OK as it is. The 
recent idea is to have 2 small room and place the corridor between those rooms, and then place only 
larger rooms around. This saves a maximum of space, but there will always only be 2 small rooms.

In the current map setup, there is only 1 extra room than the amount of players. This means that all 
rooms except 1 will have a breach. So players will almost always share rooms with a breach. It's very 
different from starcraft and it might be a problem because lot of rats could be spawned in the breahc 
room, but on the other hand, I want the game to force players to share rooms. So by having little free 
rooms to expand to, it force players to share the rooms. 

Room Limits: This was already an idea I had in mind but I was not really sure how far I should 
enforce it. Each room would have a limit in the number of rats it can contain (maybe 8 and 13 rats). 
When the limit is exceeded a war automatically occurs. Now one idea would be that it could be 
impossible to exceed the limit, which could prevent a player from reinforcing a room or even prevent 
him from moving a large chunk of rats into a room. That could be very nasty and actually block 
players. 

For example, a player who fill up the breached room of his enemy will prevent him from spawning rats 
in his room. It could be interesting because blocking players will be more important, but I think I will 
have to do some simple mobility test to see if it actually works. Another idea is that all excess rats to 
the limit die after the end of the turn. So movement is possible but if war does not kill enough unit, they 
will die at the end. Else, I will simply use the limit to start a forced war which should kill enough 
people to depopulate a room.

Resource Depletion: The resource depletion seems very slow, the 2d6 catan system does not seem to 
work well. To make the depletion more aggressive, I might use number from 1 to 6 and simply roll 1D 
at the beginning of the turn. I could also use the trap cards to make sure each value is picked once, but 
that could lead to the problem where players will know that resource X will be un-depletable because 
the number has already passed. It might also make the depletion too aggressive.

The other solution which could be combined with the above is to incite force harvesting by the players. 
The idea is that players will never have enough time to unlock all unit types and buy all upgrades, but it 
they force harvest, they could progress faster than the others. With experienced players, it could create 
some sort of arm race. But if players play defensively, then the depletion will be slower. Instead of 
making depletion range from 1 to 5, I might narrow it from 2-4 or 3-4, to make sure that all resource 
have a good risk (33%-66%) to get depleted by forced harvesting. 

Priority and ranks: There has been a new idea of rank cards that would each have a unique value and 
be used to resolve priority. In many case, it should be better that the player with the most rats in a room 
has priority, so I think I will switch back to this rule, but in case of ties, the player with the highest rank 
has priority. So rank will be less powerful and will only be used for tie breaking.



Supply and transportation system: The transports, tunnels and reinforcement building seems to short 
circuit the corridor system which prevent the corridor from being used especially if there is a lot of 
traps. So I was thinking that all the transports and tunnels could be used during the reinforcement step. 
Instead of placing all the new rats in the breached room, you can redistribute them in adjacent rooms 
with tunnels and transports up to a certain limit. This system would ask from players to reinforce one at 
a time in ranking orders because their rat placement may depend on the placement of others. The other 
advantage is that the number of rats that enter the game is always fixed.

Now I am not so sure how this system would interact with the room limit and the corridor. I want to 
prevent hte breached room from being invincible. If the players cannot place more rats than the limit, 
then a player with a bad supply system will not be able to bring all his new rats into play. On the other 
hand, unit limits that blocks movement could prevent many corridor movement to occurs which makes 
the corridor less attractive to use. 

So an idea could be that blocking unit limit is only considered during reinforcement, or that the excess 
rats dies after the reinforcement preventing the players to exceed the room limit with reinforcements

Traps: This is a new concept that I have introduced that seems to work well. ON the corridor, there is a 
6x6 grid where traps could be laid. Players might be forced to place rats in a corridor where there is 
some traps. Traps are face down tokens where only 1/3 of them are actually trapped. Each active trap 
kills a rat when they are beign placed. This creates some sort of psychological threat that influence 
where players will place their rats. On the other hand, it makes the corridor more scary and could 
prevent the player from using them.

Combat Cards Play: There will be some adjustment required for the combat card play. The positive 
elements is that you cannot have more cards on the battle field than the number of rats in the room. 
This is very easy to visualize and prevent the need to move rats on the card. They stay in the room and 
as the cards are destroyed, so are the rats.

Drawing up to the nb of rats has the effect of being force to play all the cards from your hand unless 
you had some power up that allowed you to draw more cards. The positive could be that there is less 
calculation on which card you are going to play, you must play them all. So play each card as 
efficiently as you can. On the other hand, your cards in hand dictate if you are going to win or not. So 
it's now a matter of having a good card play to be able to have some strategy with the cards you have. 

It also makes it only to play support unit cards if you actually draw extra cards. It also make it very 
hard for player to predict their hand and intimidate their opponent because they can only see 3 cards 
from their hand since the hand size is reduced  (but upgradable) to reduce chance to have more cards 
than the number of units. Still, right now, it works but I'll have to do more test to see if it is interesting 
this way.

The second problem is card play. The players played in ranking order but this is very problematic 
because the high ranking player can be the player with the less rats. The second problem is that if 
players play 1 card at a time, it create a situation where player A place a card, player B destroys it and 
the process is repeated. So the player who plays first is always on the defensive until his opponent 
cannot destroy his card.

An idea is that the player with the most unplayed rats must play a card, use rankings in case of ties. So 
a player with a lot of rats will be forces to place a lot of cards in defensive position at the beginning of 



the battle since he cannot attack anybody (except for preemptive attacks that target the hand). But it's 
not so bad because he will play a lot of cards, so he will have a chance to counter attack later. While the 
player with the least unit, each card must count, so placing units in defence simply weakens him. So in 
the end, the leading player should feed the battle field with units, and the player with less unit should 
attack these units. This could be a good system, but rats will probably have to be placed on the cards 
when played so that it is easy to keep track of how many unplayed rats there is in the room.

Summary

So here is a summary of what should be the next development tests which could probably all be 
tested separately without playing the whole game:

Mobility and room limits: I should first try to test mobility and room limits. See how rats can expand 
through the rooms. Make sure there is an interest to use the corridor.

Resource depletion: Analyze the resource depletion over the turns and see how much there is left. Test 
various depletion system and force deplete scenarios.

Unit and card play: Designing the units cards is essential. I think I should focus on basic stats and the 
primary ability or attack to make sure I have something to work with. Then maybe test new card play 
and see how it works.


